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IT has been customary for the past one hundred and twenty-eight vears, at the
opening of the session, to offer some word of welcome to the students-particularly
those who are newly-joined. It gives me great pleasure, therefore, in the name of
the Medical Staff of the Hospital, to congratulate you on having reached this
important milestone in your career.
Your education heretofore has been focused on the horizon which opens for the
first time to-day, to fit you to receive training as entered apprentices of the mystery
and art of clinical medicine and surgery. From now on you will come into contact
with the raw material of our craft, the sick and suffering who seek relief within
the walls of this hospital. It will be your duty and inestimable privilege henceforth
to comfort and succour all who suffer, and in so doing increase your professional
knowledge and skill, and reap a rich reward in the joy of service.
The regimen of pedagogy and tutelage in which you have hitherto been nurtured
(and which has served you well) will give way to a situation where all who labour
within this hospital are perpetual students, for no-one can be an effective teacher
who is not constantly seeking fresh light for himself. The position is not so much
one of teachers and taught as of co-workers in a timeless and altogether enthralling
enterprise, in which even the most junior student has a place. You will, in
consequence, find yourselves closer to your purpose and ambition in life, and
discover yourselves newly confident, reliant, and beginning to feel something of
that burden of responsibility for human life and happiness which presses (albeit
lightly or even invisibly) on the shoulders of every practitioner of medicine.
It is my very great privilege, on behalf of the Medical Staff, to welcome you to
the clinical practice of the hospital. May your wayfaring be happy and the outcome
fortunate. This day you fall heir to the noble tradition and zealously guarded
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In 0reputation of the School, and the responsibility for its future well-being is in-
escapably and for ever yours. As heritors of this distinguished succession may you
be able to say:
The lot has fallen unto me in a fair place.
Yea, I have a goodly heritage.
In circumstances of poignant tragedy, the death of Mr. Cecil Armstrong Calvert
has robbed this School of a great teacher. Mr. Calvert entered medicine as a
vocation and not through accident or process of choice by exclusion. A mature
and highly-gifted student, his undergraduate career was one of the most satisfactory
possible. He joined the Visiting Staff of the Royal Victoria Hospital as a general
surgeon in 1935, and soon made a name for himself as an exceedingly careful and
capable operator. His devotion to the work was complete; his meticulous attention
to all aspects of the specialty which later claimed his undivided interest became
something of a tradition in the hospital. By his pioneer work in neurosurgery
during the war years and after, he widened the scope and enriched the technique
of that most exacting branch of surgery.
His modesty, charm, sincerity and delight in the fellowship of kindred spirits
were quite unforgettable, and the world is much the poorer for his passing.
In a spirit of thankfulness for the life, work, and example of Cecil Calvert, we
may say in John Milton's words:
Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail
Or knock the breast; no weakness, no contempt
Dispraise or blame; nothing but well and fair
And what may quiet us in a death so noble.
Mr. Robert John McConnell retired from active duty in 1949 at the zenith of his
professional reputation, with a youthfulness of body and mind which belied his
chronological age. We mourn his death as one who was teacher, friend, and
personal surgeon of many of the present Medical Staff. A man of strong purpose
and honesty of mind, his practice of the surgeon's art was a delight to the beholder
and his clinical judgement well-nigh unassailable. Mr. McConnell will long be
remembered as one of the master-surgeons of his generation.
To the relatives of these beloved colleagues we tender our heartfelt sympathy.
Mr. Hardy Greer has joined the ranks of the Elder Statesmen after thirty-two
years' service as gynaecologist to the hospital.
Mr. Greer is an eloquent and earnest teacher and a resolute friend of the student
body. There was never a dull moment in his classes, and many of us had our eyes
first opened to the saving grace of humour and the gentle art of apt Biblical
-quotation there.
A man of wide responsibilities and proportionately wide shoulders, Mr. Greer
has given inestimable service to his profession, his specialty and the community,
as well as in the wider sphere of administrative activity.
Mr. Greer has three great loves: his work, good talk, and the game of golf.
Five days a week he concentrates on the first two; on Saturdays he exemplifies
42Shakespeare's dictum: "Every man the mark of his profession," and no one could
mistake him for anything but a pursuer of the small white ball.
We wish him all happiness in his well-earned leisure.
Another distinguished recruit to the ranks of the Elder Brethren is Dr. Stafford
Geddes, who has for many years rendered service of outstanding merit to the
hospital.
A pioneer of modern anwsthetic methods, credit is largely due to Dr. Geddes
for the notably high standard of anaesthetic practice in our local hospitals.
Greatly loved for his modest bearing and devotion to his chosen work, he has
proved a tower of strength to many a harassed and despairing novice of the art.
Whatever the alarms and excursions incidental to the practice of surgery, two
members of the theatre team invariably display nothing but unruffled calm and
confidence-Dr. Geddes and the patient.
We would offer him our very best wishes on his retirement.
The Medical Staff has been strengthened this year by what might be termed
a consangulation of surgeons. Mr. Reginald Livingstone and Mr. Willoughby
Wilson are distinguished students of the hospital and alumni of the Queen's
University. After a long and very willing apprenticeship to the surgical side of
the hospital, they have received the imprimatur of their pastors and masters. We
welcome them for their personal as well as professional attributes, and wish them
God-speed as they embark upon their surgical odyssey.
Mr. C. A. Gleadhill has joined the staff in place of the late Mr. Calvert, and it
is a happy omen that he bears the same initials.
Ulster spread the light of Christianity in Scotland by the exertions of
St. Columba, and it appears that the Scots have at length repaid (in some measure)
their debt by sending us two of their most promising neurosurgeons.
We welcome Mr. Gleadhill as a representative of the Edinburgh School of
Neurosurgery, and we like him all the more for having made his academic
pilgrimage by way of Dublin, with which school we have many personal,
professional, and cultural ties. We wish him every happiness among us.
IT is an interesting and rewarding exercise to trace the roots of a great profession,
and in the case of medicine this includes the cults of the magician and charlatan
through the ages. It is at times impossible to separate orthodoxy from chicanery,
except perhaps on a basis of emphemeral success which frequently follows the
latter. An essential ingredient of all cures is faith, and this the quack has always
been able to inspire the more readily because of flamboyant or aggressive person-
ality, whereas in orthodox medicine the more impressive the mental equipment,
often the shabbier and less personable the practitioner. The quack can radiate
supreme and infectious confidence the easier because he suffers none of the
inhibitions and provisos with which the practice of any scientific system abounds.
For a view of the origins of medicine we must refer to the instinctive, empiric
or (from its predominant theory of disease) the demonic epoch, which includes
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Bmedicine as practised in ancient Greece, India, and Egypt. Next came the great
era of Hippocratic medicine, which flourished in the second century. In the
Dark Ages Europe became a melting pot, in which all theories and beliefs were
transmuted. The ban of the Church was another factor in retarding medical advance
in Europe. Consequently Greek medicine during this period was held and
transmitted in its purest form by the Arabian physicians, who added a considerable
overlay of necromancy. Later, at Salerno, for example, we find Greek medicine
returning to the West in Arab guise, modified, enriched, and containing a minute
germ of the new science of chemistry. Attacked from without by iconoclastic spirits
like Paracelsus and the anatomists, after two thousand years' currency, both
varieties of Galenism yielded up the humoral pathology in face of the factual epoch,
in which tradition and authority were relegated in favour of observation and
deduction.
Great strides in medical knowledge followed the work of such men as Harvey,
although the impact of chemistry, anatomy, and physiology was not always
fortunate, as new systems were devised, based on narrow concepts, which led
nowhere. However, with the rise of clinical medicine during the nineteenth century
(of which the leading spirit was Laennec) the systems perished.
Many present-day methods of healing derive directly from prehistoric times.
For example, venesection was an ancient method in the time of Pliny, who described
the plethoric hippopotamus on the banks of the Nile searching for a sharp-pointed
reed. He moves his body abruptly against the reed, which penetrates a leg vein.
When the animal has bled sufficiently to feel relieved, he closes the wound by
rubbing on the soft river mud. Emetics date from observation of the dog's habit
of eating grasses which irritate the gastric mucosa. The fondness of goats for
hellebore led to its use as a calmative, and poppy seed-cakes were found in the
Swiss lake dwellings. Trephining the skull was done from neolithic times onward,
being used for epilepsy (to allow exit of the evil spirits) and for depressed fracture.
The bony disc removed was thought to contain all the virtue and mental power of
the patient and was treasured as a potent amulet.
Hippocrates, "the Father of Medicine," who flourished in the third century, B.C.,
was one of the first to reject the supernatural and encourage study of disease at
the bedside. He left forty-two carefully written clinical histories; no less than
twenty-five of these cases ended fatally-an example of literary candour rarely
equalled. zEsculapius (who became the historical god of medicine) passed his
knowledge on to his two sons, one of whom became skilful in drawing out darts
and healing wounds, so that Homeric medicine dealt mostly with treatment of
wounds and duties of the military surgeon.
Temples (asclepidae) were erected to the god of medicine, and over three hundred
are referred to in classical literature. In these developed the treatment known as
incubation. After sacrifice and purification, the sick person (clothed in the skin
of the sacrificed animal) slept beneath the altar of the God. The correct mode of
treatment was revealed to him, either in a dream, or by the priest dressed to
represent the Deity. Thankofferings in the shape of votive tablets (with clinical
details inscribed) or gold or silver models of the part healed, were usual, and have
44been recovered at various archawological excavations. Sacred wells (often alongside
the temples) were similarly visited, and this type of health-seeking pilgrimage has
persisted through the ages.
Apart from purification at sacred wells and incubation, many other methods of
treatment derive from classical antiquity: Squeezing, beating and pummelling, as
in modern massage techniques; fumigation, as in the Apocryphal tale of Tobias
freeing his bride of a demon by fumigating her with fish heart and liver.
The background of medicine in Ireland shows many interesting features. The
Irish kings had attendant physicians, and both the chieftainship and the medical
dignity were hereditary. The status of Ollav included doctors, philosophers, and
scientists of all kinds, who had high rank and were entitled to sit at table next to
the chief himself.
Leading Irish medical families were the O'Cassidys (physicians to the Maguires
of Fermanagh), the O'Shiels (the McMahons of Oriel), the O'Lees, the O'Hickeys,
and the O'Mearas. Similarly, the Beatons were physicians to the kings of Scotland,
and the Teares hereditary Manx physicians. Some of these families were
specialists; for examnple, the MacDonalds cured chest complaints by "touching"
with incantation. The blood of the Keoghs was considered curative in toothache,
and that of the Walshes was esteemed in Connaught for-cure of erysipelas. Among
the most renowned hereditary practitioners were the Donlevy family, physicians
to the O'Donnells. Cormac Donlevy, a cultured writer, translated many classical
treatment texts into Gaelic, such as Gordon's "Lilium Medicine" and Guy de
Chauliac's "Chirurga." Neil O'Glacan, a native of Donegal and pupil of the
Donlevys, became Professor of Physic at Toulouse in 1629 and later at Bologna,
and physician to the French king.
Many physiotherapeutic techniques were practised in Ireland, but the sweat-
house was held in particular regard, as in Scandinavian countries. Good examples
of these structures remain at Assaroe, Maghera, and Rathlin.
Many beliefs and rites described in prehistoric and classical times have equivalents
in the cults of savage peoples, and are still in use. The savage medicine-man works
on animistic principles (as did our professional forebears up to the time of
Sydenham). He believes disease to be due to demonic possession-either by agency
of disease demons, human enemies, spirits of the dead, or spirits of animals killed
by hunters. He cannot conceive of death from natural causes (except senility) and
looks for a magical explanation.
Medicine was in general decline during the Middle Ages, and a low.level of
professional and lay culture obtained. Monasteries were the mediawval hospitals
and dispensaries, and the clergy were not seldom regular members of the legal
or medical professions-the latter often addicted to supernatural cures. The
priest-doctor came into general disfavour, and many edicts of the Nestorian and
Latin Churches forbade divinity students to follow the physicians. Finally,
Pope Honorius III prohibited all persons in holy orders from practising medicine
in any form, but the necessity for numerous prohibitions bespeaks their
ineffectiveness.
45The final separation of Church and medicine was due more to general causes-
the increasing complexity of the art and the rise of the great secular universities
(Salerno, Padua, Bologna, Montpellier), where the best medical works were re-
translated from Arabic sources. Some of our most venerable prescriptions come
from the priest-physicians, such as Rufus' pill, from Arnald's Brevarium (thirteenth
century). These contain aloes 4 parts,, myrrh 2 parts, and saffron 1 part. This is
very similar to the Pharmacopceial pill of aloes and myrrh-the dinner pill of the
Edwardian era, when such were popular and necessary.
The redeeming feature of the Middle Ages was the origin of the hospital, with
its tradition of dedication to the public service. St, Bartholomew's, St. Thomas's,
and St. Bride's are good examples of these early foundations. Pope Innocent III
encouraged all bishops to build hospitals in their dioceses. To avoid argument or
temporisation, he built a model institution in Rome, and endowed the Order of
the Holy Ghost to provide medical and nursing personnel.
Until the eighteenth century medicine was still based on the galenical doctrine
of humours. John Gegnes, M.D.Oxon., was in 1559 cited.before the Royal College
of Physicians for impugning the infallibility of Galen, but saved himself by timely
recantation. In this era of obscurantism little wonder that 'the astrologer, the
charlatan, and even 'the psychopath competed successfully with orthodox medicine,
and the traditional folk remedy or magical rite was reckoned equally effective.
We cannot therefore ignore the corpus of folk medicine or the contributions of
magic and witchcraft to medicine as we know it. *
Rosamund Bayne-Powell ("Housekeeping in the Eighteenth Century") points
out that "when a man was taken ill there were several courses open to him. He
could call in a physician or apothecary, have electrical treatment, go to a witch
or wise woman, try home remedies or trust to nature for a cure. The last course
might have been the best, but it was not often resorted to. Electrical treatment has
a modern ring, but at one time it was much the fashion . . . in the hands of
quacks . . .; witches and wise women were more often consulted by the poor
than the well-to-do." Many, in addition to charms, used herbs with good effect.
Religious houses, apothecaries and noblemen's establishments had herb gardens
and still rooms, where infusions of herbs and simples were distilled and stored
for medical use. Thus the term "still room" has come a long way from its original
meaning. Most cookery books had a section on herbs, and recipes were treasured
heirloonis. The herb harvest could be a complicated affair, as, in addition to
seasonal variation in quality, astrological considerations, as well as the necessity
for silence and working before dawn, often arose.
We must now consider the folklore of relationships in the family and community,
as a strong animistic bias has been given to all religious and folk-medical thought
by these, and they can be traced back to the dawn of mankind. Kings and princes
are hedged about with divinity to-day-much as at the beginning of things. They
were originally kept in strict seclusion, to avoid attracting the notice of evil spirits,
and the safety of the realm was intimately bound up with the welfare of its monarch.
Evans-Pritchard has described the monarchial cult of the Shilluk tribe of Northern
Sudanese, which is representative of many to-day. In the kingship centre all
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and the fertility and health of man, cattle, and crops, and of those wild beasts
which are of service to man." If a king becomes sick or senile he should be killed
to avoid some grave national misfortune such as defeat in war, epidemic or famine.
A man's shadow is thought by some to indicate his soul, and loss of shadow
implies debility or approaching death, a long shadow being per contra a healthy
sign. Amboyna Island is, from this point of view, unfortunatey situated, being
almost astride the Equator, and the inhabitants are reluctant to go out of doors
at middav. Ihe Irish greeting, "May your shadow never grow less," reflects this
remnant of belief from the ancient civilisation, which persists likewise in Russian
and German folklore.
Taboos existed on dead bodies, on menstrous and puerperal women, and on
pubescent children during initiation preparations, when they were isolated; there
were hunters' taboos also, to avoid vengeance from the spirits of slain animals.
Such taboos are still enforced by most primitive peoples. Many survived from
pagan sources into the Mosaic dispensation, thence to the Christian era. Iron and
bronze have been the subject of taboos and also the reverse, for metals were some-
times suppose(l to confer safety. The temple at Jerusalem was built without nails.
On the other hand, spirits dislike iron, and horseshoes (if accidently acquired)
prevent their evil-effects. In the Scottish highlands nails were driven into the front
of the bed to keep elves from "women in the straw," and a knife was laid near
the sleeping child's bed.
Ihe spilling of blood has been a subject of constant taboo. In Viking days a
ram or cock was killed and its bloo(d allowed to run over the foundations of a new
building, or on the slipway at the launch of a ship. This ceremony has been
attenuated in occidental civilisation to the placing of coins, newspapers, and lists
of benefactors' names in the foundation cavity of a building, or the smashing of
a bottle of wine on the stem of a ship bv the director's wife.
A very large body of superstition grew up through the ages and gave rise to
the theory and practice of wvitchcraft, which poisoned the life of Europe and Asia.
Present-day superstitions are survivals of pre-Clhristian beliefs. Mother Church
has dealt as kindly as possible with the more tolerable superstitious practices,
although the Reformed Church tried hard (without notable success) to stamp them
out. Many of these are wrapped in medical folklore, and the roots of modern
medicine and surgery are to be found here.
The magical theory of regeneration was strongly held in some parts of the
Kingdom. Holed stones were upright monoliths with a roughly circular hole in
the shaft. TI here is a good example at Doagh, Co. Antrim. They were used
primarily for fertility rites. Scrofulous, ricketty or otherwise sickly children were
"regenerated" by passage thrice through a holed stone, the analogy being
emergence, fair and without scathe, from the maternal womb.
The lore of stones is multitudinous and of great interest. Apart from providing
the instruments and weapons of our "lithic" ancestors, this material has always
been endowed with magical properties, and the fact that it could descend from
heaven (in the form of meteorites) invested it with special sanctity. Flints and
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carrowheads of the Stone Age were later looked upon as elfin arrows which could
kill cattle by penetration of the hide with insignificant entrance wounds. The sudden
stab of pain which signalled an attack of lumbago was thought to be an elf shot,
which was cured by boiling a stone arrowhead and drinking the water. In Ireland
the mitre stone of a high cross is still placed on the head to cure headache.
Healing stones are common all over Europe and good examples are found in
Inniskeel Island, Co. Donegal, which are still used as curative agents. Those at
Bruckless and Glencolumkille are dumbbell-shaped, and have travelled as far as
the United States on their healing mission. After devotional preliminaries the
suppliant passes the stone round his body sun-wise. It is said that passage in the
reverse direction invokes a curse on one's enemies. Healing stones are reputed to
have the miraculous property of returning to their normal resting-place. Some have
been stolen, thrown into the ocean or carried to sufferers too ill to make the
pilgrimage, but they always return. Stones for curing backache are very common,
like the crickstone at Morna, Cornwall, St. Declan's stone in Co. Waterford, and
at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. The water which collects in
basin stones is reputed curative of warts, skin and eye diseases; at some a pin
thrown into the water reinforces the cure.
Other stones credited with healing virtues are organic concretions and various
precious stones. Adder stone (coralline limestone) was reputed effective against
snake-bite, and the mythical toad stone against fairies and all calamities.
The savage medicine-man carries as equipment stones-renal, gall, or even small
pebbles. Bezoar (gall stones or enteroliths) was popular in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries for prevention of plague and poisoning. These were scarce,
expensive and frequently faked. Lithontriptics were stones used to dissolve stones
in the homeopathic mode; for example, grit from a cock's crop was powdered and
drunk in water to dissolve bladder stone. In 1739 Mrs. Joanna Stevens received
by Act of Parliament £5,000 for the recipe of her stone remedy, which consisted
of calcined egg shell, snails, pigs' droppings, soap, burdock, hips and haws.
Powder scraped from venerated images, relics and crosses is the basis of many
miraculous cures. Earth from a saint's grave given in milk or water is still a very
popular remedy in Ireland; so much so that fresh earth must be added regularly.
Amulets can be of any material-wood, mineral, hair, amber, crystal or precious
stones; gems and jewels have a magical lore of their own. Amber beads were worn
to prevent plague, and in Ireland cataract is relieved by rubbing the eyes with
the tenth bead of a rosary. Blood stones and red coral were given (powdered)
for haemorrhage-a homeopathic remedy. Coral was also hung round infants'
necks as protection against fits and sorcery, and many old types of children's
rattle have a stem of this material. Coral changed colour in the presence of poison,
which made it a prized possession and heirloom in the Middle Ages. It changed
colour also according to the state of health of the wearer, a property shared by
the turquoise, opal, and pearl. The amethyst (from the Greek "not drunk")
rendered its wearer proof against inebriation, hence its former popularity for
episcopal rings.
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to promote health, wealth; and prosperity. Personal amulets were worn next the
skin, household ones (e.g., horseshoes) fixed to the door. Early in the present
century all chemists stocked camphor moulded in the shape of a Maltese cross,
which was worn as a preventive of infection, and iodine lockets as charms or
cure for everything went into the limbo not very many years ago. People have
been known to carry a potato as a charm against rheumatism. Some precious or
semi.precious stones cut and mounted in gold or silver and often carved with
cabalistic symbols have become famous as healers. The caterpillar charm against
murrain in cattle is very similar to the badge of the caterpillar club of Great War
days. These jewels were steeped in water and the water given to pigs or cattle.
The Lee penny was a Scots amulet renowned against plague-a red stone of
heart-shape set in the reverse of a silver groat. It was found in Spain by Lord
James Douglas while journeying to the Holy Land to bury the heart of Bruce;
it provided the theme for Sir Walter Scott's "The Talisman." Mary Queen of
Scots, on the eve of her execution, bequeathed to her brother-in-law, Henry III
of France, "two rare stones, valuable for the health in token of true love towards
him."
Talismans were usually sacred writings (Gospel, Old Testament, Koran) or
mere jumbles, worn or fixed near the door to avert the evil eye. The Chinese
doctor, finding himself out of stock of drugs to dispense his precsription, will
burn it and give the ash in water to be drunk, believing it just as effective as the
mixture. Peter Fleming ("One's Company") describes the acquisition of fresh
courage in battle by Manchurian troops from amulets-either by attaching them
to their rifles or burning them and swallowing the ash. For ague, the words "Febra
fuge" were written on paper and one letter cut off daily; as each came off the fevel
lessened and ended with the letter F. The Deity and the devil were invoked
indifferently: "Good devil cure her; take her for your pains." This type of talisman
was obviously not meant to be opened and read by the beneficiary.
The fashion for amulets is not dead. Students sometimes fortify themselves
against the wiles of examiners with a silver threepenny piece with a hole, a
miniature teddy bear or a piece of old bootlace.
The circle was an important magical figure, protecting those within it from the
toils of the evil one. Children with fever were passed head-first through a wreath
of woodbine, which was afterwards cut into nine pieces and burnt. A red silk
thread round the neck prevented growth of a goitre, as did the pregnancy girdle
overgrowth of the faetus and difficult labour. Rings have been transferred from
pagan to Christian rites, and most jewellery used for adornment to-day dates from
pre-history. A ring of iron possesses inherent magic; the twentieth-century variant
is the so-called magnetic ring worn to prevent rheumatism. Cramp rings were
made from coffin handles. The sacrament ring is an interesting Cornish cure for
paralysis. A woman collected thirty pennies at the church door. These were changed
by the parson for a silver coin from the offertory. Three weeks later a ring made
from the coin was placed on her finger and she thereupon regained the use of her
limbs.
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DOne important example of amulet healing was "touching" by the reigning
monarch. Scrofula (ecruelles, King's evil) was tuberculous adenitis in which sinus
formation and skin infection frequently rendered the sufferer miserable and an
object of pity. The power originated in the English dynasty through Edward the
Confessor. The ceremony survived until 1715; Queen Anne was the last English
monarch to touch. Charles II was the most successful (he touched 100,000 subjects
-.about one in sixty of the population). Pepys attended one of his services ("an
ugly office") and Dr. Johnson was touched as a child by Queen Anne. William III
was cynical and believed the rite to be superstitious nonsense. Once, being induced
to perform the ceremony, he used the phrase "God grant you better health and
more sense." The healing power vanished with the advent of the Hanoverian
dynasty, to the secret relief of the Jacobites, who, up to the middle of the last
century, used the blood of the self-styled Henry IX (obtained from his surgeon in
Rome who bled him regularly, and dried on linen threads) as a "touching"
medium for healing.
The Elizabethan service consisted of the Litany and other prayers and a discourse
on the last chapter of St. Mark's Gospel; during the reading of verse 18 the Queen
applied her bare hands to the diseased region. At the reading of the first chapter
of St. John's Gospel she made the sign of the cross over the distempered part,
using a gold coin attached to a ribbon, and delivered this to be worn round the
sufferer's neck. Shakespeare mentions touching by King James I (Macbeth):
Strangely visited people
All swoln and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye,
The mere despair of surgery he cures, put on with holy prayers.
Seventh sons are credited with magical healing powers. Seventh sons of seventh
sons (no daughters intervening) are even more potent heaiers. A seventh son (not
left-handed) could be called in to hasten tardy childbirth by giving the patient three
shakes; if no seventh son available, any lucky man would do, provided he was not
married to a red-haired wife. Babies born feet-first are reputed to become skilful
manipulators of bones and joints.
The medicine-man is still a force to be reckoned with in the primitive tribes of
many lands, and much of the African witch-doctor's stock-in-trade resembles that
of the mediwval European healer. As proof that the cult is still flourishing, I would
mention a news item which appeared beside the Press reports of last year's
opening address. One hundred witch-doctors held a medical convention in Pretoria.
They discussed a project of providing a college of wtch-doctors, with an examining
faculty (headed by an African non-witch medical practitioner).
The Galenical system rested on the theory of opposites, whereas homeopathic
magic was based on the concept of similars (similia similibus curantur) and the
usefulness of drugs decided on the strength of superficial resemblances, e.g.,
burrs stick to anything, and were therefore taken by the Cherokees for weak
memory; the Brahmin cures dropsy by ablutions; hot fomentations relieve in-
flammation and rubbing with snow cures frost-bite. Contiguity magic differed
in that the opposite was regarded as curative-bear's grease was until the
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hairy animal. Mummy powder or "resin" was taken to ensure long life.
The homeopathic system was reintegrated from ancient Greek elements by
Paracelsus and established in modern guise by Hahnemann early in the last century.
He advocated treatment of disease by drugs causing like effects: those producing
hot dry skin (atropine, aconite) for fever; laxatives for diarrhoea. Emetine is still
much used in ameebic dysentery, even by allopaths, and until the introduction of
sulphonamides, saline aperients were universal treatment for bacillary dysentery.
He adopted the Paracelsian theory of drug signatures, which was based on
astrological considerations, as well as on the form and colour of the various plants.
The unscientific theory of potency by dilution and that of "proving" the repertory
were added by Hahnemann to the Paracelsian structure. This system was re-
furbished as a protest against the poisonous dosage usual with Hahnemann's
allopathic contemporaries, but a cynic remarked that "patients of the homeopaths
died of the disease, and patients of the allopaths of the cure."
Witchcraft as a religion was superseded and frowned upon by Christianity in
Europe, as by Islam in the East. The second commandment prohibited any sharing
of altars, and the dethroned God was always referred to as anti-God, anti-Christ,
fallen angel or devil. The names of the pagan pantheon varied from district to
district, and, as the worship antedated writing, little evidence (beyond cave art)
remains. The horned God was a universal emblem of fertility. He was called
Cernunnos by the Roman occupants of Gaul-in English "Herne," or coloquially.
"old Hornie." In Northern Europe the ancient Neck or Nick (spirit) had such
a hold on the peoples' affections that the Church regularized his position by
canonisation as St. Nicholas. In Cornish depiction he still retains his horns.
The Lammastide Puck Fair at Killorglin, Co. Kerry, is a remarkable remnant of
paganism, where Puck, king of the wild goats, reigns over the saturnalia for a
week. The old religion was based on magic and witchcraft, and it is interesting to
note the many examples of magical interference mentioned in Scripture.
The making of images and effigies was an essential technique of witchcraft.
They usually consisted of wax, clay or breadcrumbs, and could be used in a
malevolent or benevolent way. Pins were inserted into the region to be "treated,"
and the figurine or "poppet" exposed to heat with suitable incantations, when the
victim might be expected to wither and die. Benevolent uses included restoration
of missing spouses and inspiring love in lukewarm admirers. Love potions and
magical cures were the stock-in-trade of all witches.
From witchcraft to alchemy seems in retrospect an easy step, for both dealt with
imponderables. Pythagoras (born 582 at Samos), mathematician and sage, be-
lieved that numbers contained the secret of the universe. He is best remembered
for his theorem that the square of the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle equals
the sum of the squares of the other sides. He decided the proportions of a perfect
rectangle as 1: 1.618, and the latter magical number represents the diameter of a
regular pentagon if the sides measure 1. He founded a brotherhood on the familiar
basis of "high thinking and low living" in Southern Italy. They initiated the search
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alchemists were motivated not by mercenary ideas (as popularly supposed), but
by a most precise theology which, for lofty symbolism, would vie with any modern
Christian foundation.
An intricate gradation of values of grace and merit ranged from lead, dull,
heavy and impure (sinful and unregenerate man) to gold, beautiful, untarnishable,
purged by fire and corrosive agents (the redeemed and happy soul).
The history of this much-maligned branch of natural philosophy may be
completed shortly by saying that they were the first chemists, and that some of
their methods have stood the test of time.
Trees are objects of unusual significance in religion from classical antiquity
down. Some varieties were planted round dwellings as domestic amulets, and
even to-day the laurel is much in favour for this purpose. The rowan was good
against the evil eye, and a cross of twigs of this tree is still fixed on the thatch
of farm-houses and byres. The elder, thorn and honeysuckle also keep witches
at bay. The oak is renowned mainly on account of its parasitic mistletoe-the
sacred "golden bough" of the Druids. This plant was dedicated to Mylitta; it
also decorated the temple of Venus, so that as an incentive to the osculatory art
mistletoe has retained its function in a most commendable way. It was a popular
cure for epilepsy and infertility, and until recently the active principle was given
for reduction of blood pressure.
Trees were used for regeneration and transference cures. Gilbert White
describes "a row of pollarded ash trees in a farmyard in Selborne, which, when
young, were cleft vertically and the gap held open by wedges. Ruptured children
were stripped and pushed through the aperture. The tree was then plastered with
clay and carefully swathed up. If the tree healed, so did the child." A similar
country cure was practised in Imperial Russia.
Water was regarded as a magical substance in every civilisation. Apart from
its essentiality as current coin in which all biochemical activities are transacted,
it in itself provides a system of medical treatment. Small wonder then that man
has always regarded rivers and lakes with awe, and the source of a river as a
goddess to be propitiated. The Seine rises in a valley of the Cote d'Or, where
there is a statue of the river god (Sequana) in a grotto. The Roman army in Gaul
raised a temple close by, to which pilgrims have resorted for the past two thousand
years, and votive offerings (models of healed parts) are to be seen in the museum
at Dijon. This type of pilgrimage, like those of the Greek aesclepidae, resembles
the "patterns" taking place at many holy wells to-day. The cult of the bath was
one of the glories of Roman civilisation, and it spread in conquered countries, to
their untold benefit. Massage and curative exercises were likewise practised, as
well as urtication, or switching the painful rheumatic limbs with nettles (with
which seed the Roman legions were well provided). There was considerable need
for therapy of this nature as the weather then, as now, was damp and conducive
to rheumatic disorder. It is amazing how little the British climate and character
have changed through the centuries. Tacitus wrote to Rome: "The Britons them-
selves submit to the levy, the tribute and other charges of empire with cheerful
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broken into obedience, not slavery. . . . The climate is objectionable with its
frequent rains and mists, but there is no extreme cold." And so say all of us!
The lore of water is most elaborate. Jordan water became popular for baptism
about the time that the Crusaders were returning to civilian pursuits. Water drawn
before sunrise, downstream, silently, on Easter Sunday has valuable properties.
It does not spoil; it restores youth to the aged, strengthens the cattle and cures
their rashes (Grimm). South-running water had peculiar efficacy. A very sick
patient could be clothed in a shirt wrung out of the water or, if preferred, the
water might be carried to him in a vessel, the mouth of which is held pointing due
north, and in silence. In both Scripture and folklore silence was essential to many
magical cures, like carrying water in which a murrain stone had been immersed,
to cattle.
A very popular Welsh transference cure for epilepsy (obviously derived from the
Greek incubation rite) was practised at St. Tegla's Well, near Ruthin. The sufferer
washed in the well at sunset and threw in an offering of fourpence. He then
walked thrice round it, repeating a Pater Noster and carrying a cockerel. The
suppliant entered the church, crept under the altar and composed himself to sleep,
using a Bible for pillow. In the morning an offering of sixpence and the fowl was
made to the church. If the bird died the epileptic was cured.
There are innumerable holy wells in these islands, many of them pagan sites
adapted to Christian usage. In Ulster the Struel wells near Downpatrick (most
potent at St. John's Eve) are particularly renowned for cure of eye affections. In
doing the rounds of a well (usually three or nine times), saying the Rosary, the
pilgrim is careful to move from left to right (sunwise); moving "widdershins"'
(anti-clockwise) calls down a curse on the pilgrim's enemies. The "desuil" (Deas
soil), sunwise or holy round-always left to right-is a Greek-Roman-pagan act
of worship adapted to Christianity, and a Lamaistic and Mohammedan practice
also. It is used on rounds or patterns at any venerated site, as well as in multiple
baptism. The crews of fishing-boats are careful that the craft leave port in a
sunwise direction, and playing-cards are similarly dealt.
Immersion. in various wells, rivers, and lochs was reckoned a cure for madness-
the Well of Spey; Lough Monaar in Strathnaver-but others were supposed to
make mad anyone who was immersed. The Borgie Well did this to those drinking
thereat; the unfortunate inhabitants of Cambuslang had this well as their main
water supply for centuries. There are holy caves in Scotland in which water
dripping from the roof is used to relieve deafness. That credulous and unsuspecting
tourist, Geraldus Cambrensis, mentioned two Irish wells, one of which turned the
hair grey and the other had the exact opposite property.
Natural water cures were of three kinds-physical, magical, and religious
(animistic); these were often combined as a physical method-cold water baths
for feverish states, hydrophobia, "the vapours," and insanity (the shock supposedly
driving the devils out). John Wesley advised setting a demented person under a
great waterfall, as long as his strength will bear, or pouring water on the head
from a tea kettle. Shock treatments were always popular. The recovery of a lady
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Ebedridden from paralysis is ascribed to one Dr. Morse, whose wig had been dusted
with gunpowder in mistake for wigpowder. Bending over to examine his helpless
patient by the light of a candle, the wig exploded and the patient leaped out of
bed, cured. Modern instances of water cure under religious auspices may be found
at the famous grotto of Lourdes, and under medical auspices at the many spas of
Britain and the Continent.
Colours have considerable significance for students of folklore. In China yellow
was the imperial colour, reserved for the emperor and highest mandarins; it is a
sacred colour in Tibet and the distinctive dress of a lama. .Red is disliked by spirits
nearly everywhere and red worsted thread used to be tied on cows' tails, and
Chinese mothers tie red silk in their children's hair, to avert the evil eye.
Mephistopheles is conventionally arrayed in red as this colour is objectionable
to him.
John of Gaddesden prescribed red hangings in the sickroom of the son of
Edward II, which cured his smallpox, and red blinds were in favour for acute
exanthems until the end of the nineteenth century. Red flannel is an important
cure for chest ills and rheumatics. Expensive proprietary pads of this material
are avai-lable for application to the various joints.
A black cat is sheer magic, as the domestic familiar of witches. A hair from the
tail plucked on the first night of a new moon will cure styes, if rubbed on nine
times. Blood from a black cat's tail smeared on the eruption will cure shingles,
and the fur worn collarwise cures goitre. It will be clear that, apart from the
ravages of Davy Crockettism, the expectation of life of a black short-hair domestic
feline is small. Black wool used to be stuffed in the ears for toothache; blood of
a black hen is valuable against rheumatism, shingles, or indeed anything.
Planetary movements have always mystified and attracted the credulous. The
astrologer's art of making inference from planetary influences on birth dates was
firmly believed in, and advice (frequently contradictory) based on this rather
insecure foundation is freely available in the popular Press to-day. Still, the farmer
will follow his instinctive lore in preferring to sow crops with a waxing moon. A
child born between moons is said to be delicate and hard to rear. It is widely
believed that death is most likely during the middle watch of the night, but in
seafaring communities death is most feared when the tide is at its lowest ebb.
"He's a going out with the tide," said Mr. Peggotty of Barkis.
Sir Kenelm Digby ("Discourse on the Power of Sympathy") wrote: "If one
would not think it a folly that one should wash his hands in a well-polished silver
basin, wherein there was not a drop of water, yet this may be done by the reflection
of the moonbeams only-infallible for taking any warts from the hands if often
used." Sir Kenelm was a many-sided character, but his claim to fame rests mainly
on the powder (copper sulphate) with which he revived the sympathetic magical
weapon treatment of the Middle Ages, the theory of which was that it was more
effective to treat the weapon than the wound which it inflicted. As the enemy was
not always obliging enough to attend with the weapon, Digby treated the blood-
stains on the victim's clothing with his powder. This system had unconscious
virtue in that neglect of wounds in that particular surgical era was a boon indeed.
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(gold-the sun; silver-the moon; lead-Saturn). The description "saturnine" is
still applied to a thin, sallow, anaemic and melancholic individual-formerly typical
of lead encephalopathy. Various parts of the physician's art were under planetary
tutelage; a survival of this is the "recipe" sign printed at the top of every
prescription form issued by the Health Services Board, which is an invocation of
the planet Jupiter (IE from 4 ), although the Early Church made it respectable as
the "responsum Iaphaelis."
With regard to the lore of numbers, which were held peculiarly significant by
the alchemists, there was marked potency in odd numbers, of which Virgil wrote,
"Numero Deus impare gaudet." The climacteric now refers to the cessation of
reproductive activity, but in the Middle Ages it meant upheaval or renewing of
the body every seven years. This concept of somatic revival persists, and children
are said to "grow out of" various diseases at the age of seven or fourteen.
Human spittle was credited with miraculous properties-especially fasting spittle,
and Pliny devotes a chapter to its many uses. In baptism of children in ancient
Rome the forehead was moistened with saliva to avert magical arts. Mungo Park
described how, in certain African tribes, the witch-doctor baptizes by spitting
thrice in the infant's face; this gesture may also be a sign of respect or forgiveness.
Thomas Dinley ("Tour of Ireland," temp. Charles II) says: "They are never to
bless, praise or commend anything without spitting thereon, for fear of witch-
craft."' It is still a common custom to spit in the hand before commencing work,
concluding a bargain or paying a debt. Healing with spittle is a venerable rite.
Christ restored sight, speech, and hearing with this medium, and St. Hilarion
cured blindness in Egypt similarly.
Many country cures were noteworthy for their simplicity. Iron was reputed
health-giving and proof against witches' spells. Anwmia was cured by ferric
hydroxide in the form of anvil dust suspended in water. Forge water-the stagnant
pond in which the heated iron is quenched for tempering-is also prized medicinally
as it contains arsenic (from the horses' hooves) as well as iron. 'l'hese are good
examples of the inspiration which on occasion elevated folk remedies to the level
of scientific medicine. An equally prescient form of treatment was the application
of fungus from damp walls or poultices of bluemoulded bread or potato to septic
lesions. Another early application of antibiotics was the practice of South African
farmers of storing a few apples in the wardrobe. These grew a heavy fungus and
were ground up and applied to wounds. Plesch records that the late Professor
Balogh used extracts of moulded meat as medicine for dysenteric complaints.
Transference cures were popular and completely magical-passing the disease to
someone or something else. The Welsh epilepsy cure was of this nature, and one
for whooping-cough which still survives is to draw the child (naked) nine times
over the back and under the belly of a three-year-old she-ass on three mornings.
Disease could be transferred to a corpse; rheumatism, warts, wens, goitres and
toothache were all responsive to rubbing with a dead finger; a suicide's or judicially
hanged finger was particularly effective. Transference of disease to trees has
already been described. A Cheshire cure for warts was to rub them with a scrap
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would appear on the trunk and the patient be cured. There is a lingering remnant
of superstition that certain venereal infections can be cured by transference to
young persons; this has been responsible for much crime against children and
untold suffering.
Animistic methods also included hide cures, where the sufferer covered himself
with the hide of an animal in hope of transferring disease to the animal's spirit,
or of inheriting some desired characteristic, like sureness of foot from a goatskin.
Sir Walter Scott was, as a child, arrayed in a still warm sheep fleece as a cure for
poliomyelitis. The dried and powdered organs of animals are used by many savage
peoples to impart desirable characteristics, such as the heart of a lion for bravery,
the lungs of a roebuck for fleetness of foot. In China the gall-bladder is eaten to
ensure courage; amongst African tribes the liver is sought after as the seat of
the soul. Blood, especially sacrificial blood, is purifying and regenerative, endow-
ing the recipient with concentrated characteristics of the slain. These are the
motives which underlie the practice of cannibalism. Here we see the beginnings
of organotherapy in an age when endocrines had not been thought of.
Fats were prominent in dispensatories of all ages, and every self-respecting
witches' brew contained at least one. Human fat was available (up to 1792) from
the public executioner of Paris, and it was considered effective as an external
application for rheumatism.
Anointing an infant's nostrils with oil or butter was a common "Sairey Gamp"
gesture. Langdon-Brown, when an obstetrical pupil, noted the midwives' habit
of slipping a ball of butter with honey or sugar into the new-born infant's mouth,
as a protection against the evil eye. Application of camphorated oil for cough and
neat's foot oil and goose grease for sprains are magical rites still common in
Ireland. Sheep's wool fat (lanoline), although originally part of a sacrificial rite,
is a remedy of outstanding merit.
Snakes, serpents,, toads, lizards and crocodiles were worshipped, particularly
in Egypt, India, and Africa. (Touacatlcoatl, a Mexican Indian deity, was a
serpent.) The snake was a symbol of fertility from its phallic form and apparent
rejuvenation by sloughing the skin. These reptiles were supposed to possess an
antidote to their own venom, and snake flesh, fat or venom was therefore an
ingredient of most witches' brews. ("Fillet of fenny snake, in the cauldron boil
and bake !" (Macbeth).) The entwined snake on the budding staff has become the
heraldic device of medicine. The staff with twin snakes (caduceus), as depicted on
the overhead corridor abutting on this building, is the wand of Mercury (Hermes),
messenger of the gods.
African natives immunize themselves against snake-bite by squeezing venom
into their mouths, and injections were at one time given for epilepsy (homeopathic
methods). Theriac (or mithradacticium), the magical formula of the second century
King of Pontus, Mithriadates, was designed as a universal antidote. It contained
sixty-three ingredients, of which the principal was snake's flesh, and all inert.
In 1746 Heberden moved the rejection of viper theriac from the Pharmacopeeia,
but his proposal was carried at the Royal College of Physicians by one vote only,
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electuary, so beloved of our grandparents as a spring blood purifier, is a direct
descendant of, and as free from good or ill as, theriac. The recent popularity of
blackstrap molasses as a component of certain transatlantic "eat and grow thin"
regimens is likewise reminiscent of the viper theriac.
Excrement bulked largely in materia medica from classical times onward.
The justification was that it contained the concentrated virtues of the donor. The
revulsive element was considered beneficial, and the anti-demonic factor was
strong. Culpeper's London Dispensatory (1640) devoted a whole section to "Parts
of living animals and excrements." A holy man's or totemistic animal's ordure
was particularly effective, and a brisk trade used to take place in dried fteces of
the Grand Lama of Tibet.
Dr. John Hastings (1862) wrote on "Tlhe value of excreta of reptiles in phthisis,
etc." This material was highly prized and highly priced, as it had to be imported
and many complaints of substitution and adulteration arose. Pliny wrote that a
plant that has grown up on a dung-heap is an excellent remedy for quinsy; also,
"A plant upon which a dog has watered, torn up by the roots and not touched
with iron is a very speedy cure for sprains." The Hottenitots dash urine in the
faces of strangers as a mark of respect.
Sheep's droppings in water was an English countryside cure for whooping-cough,
jaundice, and measles, and warm cow dung,r a universal applicatiotn to wounds an(d
"gathered" breasts. Cardinal Richelieu at his last illness was given dung in wine,
and the eighteenth century Lord Fermanagh took a horse-dung posset daily for
fifteen days, after which he was cured.
It is possible that some kind of local antibiotic effect occurs. As has often been
the case, proof of practical efficacy of a remedy may anticipate by many years
knowledge of its rationale.
Urine owes its place in folklore to its intrinsic antiseptic properties, and many
primitive races regard it as a natural cleanser and dressing for wounds and sores.
Sal ammoniac, so named from its first manufacture in the temple of Jupiter Ammon,
was originally made from camel urine, and during the Middle Ages urine was the
main source of phosphorous and saltpetre.
Amongst the more curious scatological customs is the mushroom festival, as
Oliver Goldsmith ("A Citizen of the World") described it among the Tartars of
Koraki. Amanita muscaria possesses inebriant qualities and its alkaloids are
excreted in the urine. When a nobleman makes a feast all the neighbours round
are invited . . . "The mushroom broth goes freely round and they laugh, talk
double entendres, grow fuddled and become excellent company. Ihe poorer sort,
who love mushroom broth to distraction but cannot afford it at first-hand, post
themselves round the huts of the rich and watch the opportunity as they come
down to pass their liquor; of this they drink with the utmost satisfaction and thus
they get as drunk and as jovial as their betters." Bergen Evans ("Ihe Spoor of
Spooks") states that he recently witnessed this festival amongst the Chuckchee
and Koryaks settled near the Behring Strait.
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of the Medical Officer of Health of Tyrone for 1949: "Doctors and nurses encounter
indifference, ignorance and superstition at almost every turn . . ., parents who
administer orally a 'cure' of an infusion consisting of turkey dung (amongst other
things) believing it to be a suitable remedy for jaundice are . . . exposing their
children to the risk of a whole series of diseases." Plesch (1947) revives the old
theory: "The accumulated experience embodied in folk medicine indicates that
both own and alien urine may be effective, not only by injection, but also by
external application." He recommended injections of urine for asthma and certain
viral infections. A present-day dentrifrice containing an ammonium salt as inhibitor
of dental caries, harks back to the traditional materia medica. Allantoin, an
oxidation product of uric acid, is much in favour as a dressing for indolent ulcers.
It may be that the presently popular quaternary ammonium antiseptics are not
such a far cry from Pliny's watering dog; certainly allantoin is in the direct
scatological succession.
We have not been concerned so much with details of actual cures as with the
traditions and beliefs which motivate them. A catalogue of cures would be tedious,
and anyone who has been brought up in Ireland will have acquired a working
repertoire for himself. A few characteristic remedies are, however, worthy of
mention. For skin cancers, a paste of arsenious oxide is applied daily until
sloughing appears. TIhis is usually an "inherited" cure, like bone-setting. Still
popular in rural areas of Ireland, it has limited success in rodent ulcers, in which
growth is at first slow and with tendency to heal temporarily under any treatment.
A charm for "the rose" (erysipelas) is freshly churned unsalted butter as a dressing.
There were many remedies for pulmonary tuberculosis, such as passing the
sufferer head-first through a wreath of honeysuckle. Asses' milk, or better, human
milk, was very popular for wasting diseases, as noted in the "Rosa Anglica."
ToothacAe was thought to be due to a worm in the tooth. Treatment was by
smoking it out with frankincense, verbena or plain tobacco, which was a heaven-
sent justification of this pleasant habit. Mme. de Sevigny, a noted medical
dilettante, advised application of the sufferer's urine. A toasted fig held between
tooth and cheek seems a reasonable remedy, even now. Whooping-cough-the chin
cough-was a great scourge of child life, and remedies are legion. Apart from the
asses' belly treatment, the disease could be transferred to a spid'er or beetle, which
was tied up in muslin and pinned to the mantelpiece; as it languished and died, so
did the spasms. Transference is effected to a dog by putting some hairs from the
sick child into a bread and butter sandwich, which is fed to the animal. If the
dog coughs while eating this (and he usually does) cure is certain. It could be
transferred to the rider of a piebald horse; he must be stopped and asked for
advice. Mrs. Beeton would have said, "First catch your piebald horse." Spiders
were highly regarded as medicaments. As well as being used in amulet cures, they
were swallowed alive for fever (a "revulsive" remedy), made into a paste and
worn on the forehead for headache; spider's web, still popular as a local
haemostatic, is mentioned by Pliny.
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magical and orthodox. The lesions are self,limiting and tend to appear (and
disappear) in unaccountable fashion. One of the simplest cures is fasting spittle.
Water, as the post-communion water-wine mixture from the chalice, is also used.
Transferen. e to a snail is accomplished by rubbing the warts with the snail and
then impaling it on the north side of a blackthorn bush. A piece of stolen beef
(the criminous element is essential) is a popular application, especially if afterwards
buried at a crossroads, where opportunities for transference are enhanced. Buying
the warts with small copper coins is recommended (and used) by many country
practitioners to-day.
Epilepsy attracted innumerable cures, as its manifestations suggested bewitch-
ment or bedevilment. The Gadarene swine and incubation are good examples of
transference cure. Powdered skull had considerable virtue, particularly if from
a hanged criminal. Usnea, dried moss from hanged criminals' skulls, was only
ejected from the Pharmacopoeia in the nineteenth century. A country cure for
mumps was to dress the child in a donkey's bridle and lead him thrice round a well.
Metals were important homeopathic medicines. Arsenic causes inflammatory
dermal reaction, and is therefore indicated for skin diseases. Mercury is also an
historic therapeutic for skin lesions, and understandably so, as in the past many
dermatoses were of syphilitic origin. The fumigation cure-using calomel vapour-
dates back to ancient Greece, and was the secret of many continental spa treat-
ments. A patient was shown in this hospital recently suffering from severe
mercurialism due to wearing a mercury belt (mercury and butter inside two layers
of cotton) prescribed by a Co. Antrim healer for eczema. Potable gold was a
miraculous alterative, tried when all inferior prescriptions failed. Mummy resin
occupied a similar "last resort" status, and was frequently faked. Bishop Berkeley
of Cloyne published his tar water cure in 1728, stating that "a mild solution of
the tar water contained all the properties to universal remedy for all diseases.
It was used mostly for skin complaints, and I believe our dermatologists would still
lend some countenance to his idea. Unicorn's horn, the product of a mythical
animal, was accordingly mightily prized and very expensive. It usually consisted
of narwahl tooth.
Almost all substances have been credited with therapeutic powers at one time
or another. A good example is the homely potato, which on introduction to Europe
sold at high prices as an aphrodisiac. Similarly, tomatoes when first brought to
France were known as "pommes d'amour."
Most of the popular and well-tried items in our Pharmacopoeia started life as
country or quack cures. Foxglove, squill, broom and juniper are a few of many
possible examples. Indeed, Withering, who introduced digitalis as a cardiac tonic,
described it in 1785 as an old countryside remedy. Rauwolfia is a traditional Indian
folk remedy for hypertension and mental disturbance. Khellin and ephedrine came
from Egyptian and Chinese peasant lore respectively. There are records of Chinese
knowledge of rhubarb from 3000 B.C. Coca leaves, the raw material of cocaine,
were chewed by the Mexican Indians to gain endurance, and Indian hemp is a very
ancient inebriant. Carleton ("Tales of the Irish Peasantry") described how, when
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Gfaced with a case of prolonged labour, the midwife would send one of the meni to
collect six heads of 'blasted' barley. She would scrape the black powder (ergot)
off these and give it in milk to the patient.
Many aromatic essences were dispensed as pleasant-tasting syrups. An hippocras
was an aromatic medicated wine, used as a cordial. These recipes have survived
on account of their social rather than medicinal virtues, and some are still the
treasured secrets of monastic foundations. Juniper, wormwood, aniseed and
peppermint are made into useful and popular carminatives like gin, vermouth,
absinthe and liqueurs. Sarsaparilla, an important anti-syphilitic remedy in the
eighteenth century, has found its true metier as flavouring for a carbonated
beverage much liked by children.
Some plants were inert or even dangerous if handled. Mandrake (mandragora),
an hypnotic of ancient lineage, had to be pulled by tying a cord from the stalk to
a dog's leg. The fleshy root was believed to cry when being pulled; hearing the
cry meant madness, and bystanders stopped their ears during the process ("and
shrieks like mandrake torn out of the earth"-Romeo and Juliet). Opium,
prominent in Greek mythology, is still the foremost soporific. Shakespeare makes
lago say:
Not poppy, nor mandragora,
Nor all the drowsy syrups of this world
Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep
Which thou had'st yesterday.
Many collections of medicinal substances and receipts were published, but all
bear evidence of the pioneer work of Dioscorides-surgeon in the army of Nero
and medical attendant of Cleopatra. While on service abroad he collected an
extensive materia medica. Galen (also a surgeon to the Roman army and physician
to the Emperor) worked these remedies into a system, and preparations of vegetable
origin are still termed "Galenicals."
Many classical collections of materia medica have come down to us, including
John of Gaddesden's "Rosa Anglica," Culpeper's "Dispensatory," Gerard's
"Herball" and "Paulus Agaenita." Tlhe particular interest of the "Rosa" arises
from the fact that a Gaelic translation of the Latin text exists, probably from the
pen of a Northern Gael (circa 1460), which has been published (with English
translatlon) by the Irish Texts Society. The apologia to the Angsburg edition (1595)
reads like a modern publisher's "blurb":
"As the rose overtops all flowers, so this book overtops all treatises on the
practice of medicine, and it is written for both rich and poor surgeons and
physicians, so that there is no need for them to be always running to consult
other books, for here they will find plenty about all curable diseases. "
Worthy ambition, often imitated.
Thus the roots of the healing art practised to-day. The story, no inconsiderable
saga, begins at the very dawn of domination of the earth by man. It was born
of human need, cradled in the classical religious systems of Greece and Egypt,
enriched by the folklore of all countries and held in thraldom by Mother Church
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abolition of the bonds of doctrinal taboo has medicine found itself in the path of
scientific rectitude. Much as we dissent from many of the theories and practices
of our forebears of the craft, yet their wisdom and personalities stand out, as does
the oft.repeated pattern of vocation for healing and devotion to the lofty ideals
of the calling.
In conclusion, I would remind you of Oliver Wendell Holmes' plea that old
medical books be not regarded with contempt, and take the liberty of applying it
to the folk-history of medicine generally: "The debris of broken systems and
exploded dogmas forms a great mound-a Monte Testaccio of the shards and
remnants of old vessels which once held human beliefs. If you take the trouble
to climb to the top of it, you will widen your horizon, and in these days of specialised
knowledge, your horizon is not likely to be any too wide."
I am greatly indebted to the Staff of the Medical Library of the QueeIn's Unliversity, Belfast,
for their expert help.
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